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3D in situ and ex vivo characterization of tissue
engineered scaffolds using synchrotron imaging

technique
In tissue engineering, especially soft tissue engineering, three-dimensional (3D) characterization of tissue
scaffolds is still challenging due to the limitations of current characterization techniques, which affects tissue
scaffold design, fabrication, and longitudinal studies. Synchrotron propagation-based imaging with computed
tomography (SR-PBI-CT) technique provides enhanced image contrast and is suitable for tissue scaffold imag-
ing. In this study, the 3D-printed hydrogel-based tissue scaffolds were non-destructively visualized in 3D
using the SR-PBI-CT technique for the fabrication and structural design studies. In the mechanical in situ
study [1], subjective to controllable compressive loadings, the structural responses of scaffolds were visual-
ized and characterized in terms of the structural deformation within physiological environments caused by
the compressive loadings. Furthermore, hydrogel scaffolds were later implanted in rats as nerve conduits for
SR-PBI-CT imaging, and the obtained images illustrated their high phase contrast and were further processed
for the 3D structure reconstruction and quantitative characterization [1]. In addition, combining with helical
CT mode, the SR-PBI-CT shows potentials for tissue scaffold in vivo studies in tissue engineering applica-
tions [2]. The study demonstrates unique capability of this synchrotron imaging technique for noninvasive
characterization of 3D hydrogel structures pre- and post-implantation in diverse physiological milieus. The
established synchrotron imaging platform can therefore be utilized as a robust, high-precision tool for the
design and longitudinal studies of hydrogel scaffold in tissue engineering.
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